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Always loved Cthulhu games like Arkham Horror and Elder Sign. I liked them both though 

after a while AH became tiresome [for me], since it took forever to play a game [for me] and 

also a lot of space [now that's for you too]. Finally I sold it and focused on Elder Sign. 

 

Recently I heard about Cards of Cthulhu and decided to give it a go. When I received the box I 

was perplexed. Such a big (and nice-looking) box and there are only a measly 108 cards, dice 

and coins (plus the 4 boards but that still leaves a lot of empty space). After FFG games I was 

dubious as to how one can have a satisfying experience without a horde of counters and 

tokens... 

 

Turns out the experience is excellent, after a week I have played more Cards of Cthulhu 

games than Elder Sign and AH put together, if only because it's easy to play two or three (or 

more) games in a row in less time than it would take to complete an Elder Sign game. 

 

Rules are simple, game mechanics are fluid, the combat/experience system keeps you 

wondering wether to invest in spells or keep reserves in view of future disaster at every turn. 

 

I did not win a single game yet though I came close in one game, so I appreciate the 

challenge! 

 

In the end I am amazed at the richness of gameplay provided with so few material. What is 

lost compared to AH or Elder Sign is more than made up for by the fluidity of the whole. At 

first I just hoped DVG would release an extension. Now I am not so sure*. A cards of Cthulhu 

2 (and the possibility to use the investigators of the first game) would be great, I'd buy it the 

minute it comes out but an expansion is not needed after all [but I'd buy it nevertheless]. It's 

one of the few games where I find I couldn't wish for more. 
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It won't be few page review of how game components looks like. I'll keep it simple cause 

Cards of Cthulhu is fast and simple game. 

 

Game set-up. 

Set-up is quick. It throw us into boards of Elder Gods where we will need to fight Minions, 

Horrors and close Gates to other dimensions. 

 

Game play. 

Game play is easy and fast. Just draw cards and place enemies on Elder Gods boards. After 

card was drawn game proceeds to dice rolls. 

 

The sum up 

It would seem that game is extremely easy an boring. Unfortunately it isn't.  

There are choices to make of how to spend experience coins so they will benefit us the best. 

We can buy spells, followers, items. Experience can also protect our mental and physical 

health. Experience can trigger skills or some other effects. 
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The random factor makes game unpredictable so it is hard to predict what choice would 

benefit us best in the near future. 

 

Final thought 

Cards of Cthulhu is easy but not boring. It would be better to say it is easy, brutal, 

unpredictable and it needs good planing so we could beat game randomness (simulation of 

Cthulhu chaos?) and won't end up insane. 

 
 


